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Decomposing Composition
ROGER BERGER

Basically I don't like composition, and I don't think I'm the only English professor
who feels that way. It's a class that doesn't belong at the university, although the possibility of eradicating it from the curriculum seems slim Too many people have an
interest in maintaining the vast, unwieldy "composition~ bureaucracy. Indeed, composition has escalated so much in recent years that, like the U.S. involvement in Vietnam, it now has a self-validating momentum: it's here and in force, so why question it
at all.
"Composition," of course, is not just the writing class I teach two evenings a week:
it is also doctoral programs and dissertations, jobs, writing centers, conferences, journals, books, textbooks-a whole network of mutually supporting, self-justifying "institutions." To question it is, as one proponent of "composition" studies suggests, to
engage in "traditionalist backlash~ or to have "re-revisionist second thoughts" ( Guth
1-2). While undergraduate writing is probably no better today than twenty or fifty
years :tgo-and may be a great deal worse, this despite the vast machinery of composition-one cannot question it without being termed a "re-revisionist" So instead
this essay will respond to some proponents of "composition~ and then propose what
can be done to change, not obliterate, this monster.
The fortuitous convergence of some "texts," as we charmingly term them these
c~ays in departments of English, also prompts this essay. One, courtesy of a colleague, magically appeared in my mailbox; the second was found in the most recent
Grand Valley Reliew, and the third can be located in the composition "textbook~ I'm
using for my English 150 class. Reading these texts posed hard questions about why
composition exists, what's wrong with it, why it is such a demoralizing experience
for teachers and students alike, how it reflects a degraded higher education that now
exists at the university level, and what, if anything, can be done about it at Grand Valley State. I don't pretend to answer all of these questions in this essay, but I hope at
least to provoke some discussion about them.
TI1e first essay, Hans P. Guth's "Revitalizing Composition: The Unfinished Agenda,~
is, among other things, an exhortation (a kind of coach's half-time chalk talk encouraging weary composition warriors), a disciplinary propaganda piece(aimed at a
necessarily committed, though sometimes not fully convinced, writing-teacher
proletariat), an academic memorandum (note the use of the word "agenda~ in the
title, a cue that Guth has been to many departmental and committee meetings and
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that quite possibly "composition studies" is the Frankenstein-like creation of
academic committees seeking an administrative, not an intellectuaL solution to the
·crisis" of writing), and, last, amazingly, part ofan advertisement (the article is embedded within an advertisement for Guth's forthcoming textbook, The Writer's
Agenda: The Wadsworth Writer's Guide and Handbook). That last function made me
suspicious, and I should have immediately recycled the paper it was printed on. But
I read on, at times stunned and depressed, at other times bored and amused, by its
vacuousness and supposed novelty and insight. As an example of its supposed
novelty-what I term the "emperor's new clothes" syndrome (that is, if someone in
power asserts something, it must be so)-Guth states that ~e common denominator
in today's new rhetoric is the view of writing as a creative process" (2, my italics).
However, most writing teachers have believed for a long time that good writing involved (or should involve) creativity. Of course, I'm being a bit unfair: Guth considers himself part of a movement in •composition" studies that wants to integrate
the students' ·creativity" (generally understood as personal narrative writing) with
more formal academic kinds of writing. Still, that doesn't seem especially new or
profound to me. Rather it attempts to rectify a mistake introduced by •composition"
studies in the first place-an emphasis on anecdotal writing as a substitute or introduction to intellectual or analytical writing. To effect this integration, Guth pro(X>Ses
to move composition studies beyond •old" ideas-what he terms the •bring[ing] into
play the dynamics of writing" (2)-towards assisting •students [to] discover the forces
that make the process of writing self-activating and self-directing-the energies that
will allow students to proceed under their own power after the teacher-pilot has left
the ship"(3).1 Again, this doesn't seem particularly new or inventive. Guth's ludicrous
metaphor aside, most conscientious writing teachers have always tried to help their
students become autonomous writers.
The rest of the article, nonetheless, purports to outline these •forces" (apparently
the usual set of writing ideas: invention, thinking, writing, re-writing, and proofreading, or, to use Guth's newspeak, ~riggering," •gathering," •shaping," •revising," "editing"). While •explaining" the "new composition," Guth again endlessly suggests that
composition specialists, much like other scientists, constantly discover new facts.
For instance, under the rubric •shaping; he writes:
The writer's reward is the •deep satisfaction when the thing begins to take
shape" (Catherine Drinker Bowen). We have generally moved away from the
deductive models of the past, which encouraged students to posit a premature thesis, to be fortified by whatever inadequate support they could scare
up. Today's models are more inductive, as we write to learn, to discover, to
"find out what we think" (Larry Heinemann). Here is the central challenge of
every composition course: to model and activate the kind of thinking that
processes information, charts a course through confusing facts, weighs the
pro and con, examines and evaluates alternatives. We need to do more to
move our students beyond static, ready-made patterns of organization to the
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dynamic patterns of thought that actually give shape to a piece of writing.
(3)
Guth argues that students are tyrannized by their hypotheses, and thus need to
"brainstorm~ and organically generate something to say and a way to say it.
However, few good writers-old or new- stay with a "premature thesis"; instead, almost everyone begins with some idea, just as I have in this essay, and works with it
Good writers work (and play) simultaneously with the particular (thisword,thissentence, or this paragraph) and the whole- adjusting, thinking, and shaping the entire
essay. Again, this is not new. The "ready-made patterns" that Guth disparages are
also valuable methods of ordering ideas. A major problem with many student essays
is that they seem "associationaL" not hierarchically structured.
In the passage on "shaping" (and throughout his essay), Guth also cites some composition "authorities: giving the impression that only now do writers take satisfaction from a coalescing piece of writing or that only now do writers discover through
writing what they want to say. We already know this-indeed, have known it for a
long time. Quite possibly, being a composition specialist encourages making selfevident assertions disguised as new ideas. But people have been writing for centuries: is there really anything new we can say about the process of creation and revision? Or do the demands of the composition bureaucracy-the need to publish to
move up and gain power-mandate endlessly repeating what almost any good writing teacher already knows? I was once told by a woman enrolled in a Ph.D. composition program that "they [presumably the composition specialists] now knew
what worked." So, despite the evident decrease in reading among college students
(the real key to the current writing "crisis"), she was confident that we can now solve
the problem of writing. I don't believe it, nor do I see any evidence of it There's no
substitute for reading, learning, thinking and writing-and I don't need a Ph.D. in
2
composition studies to figure that out
Guth nonetheless concludes with two self-evident (and hence unnecessary)
puints and one questionable (and possibly monstrous) assertion: "To survive as
teachers of composition, we have to believe that our students have the gift of language, that they hal'e things to say, and that they can learn to use the written language effectively if taught well" (13, my italics). I wouldn't be a teacher if I failed to
agree with the first and third assertions (that students have language and can learn),
but the second idea-that students have something to say-is problematic. Students
do of course have things to say, but they are often trivial or commonplace. In college, they ought to learn things to say.
College, of course, is not the only place where one learns something to say, but interesting writers-that is, those people with something to say-must be schooled
somewhere. Our culture unfortunately seems constructed mostly to deny people the
chance to think about what happens to them in their everyday life. I'm not suggesting that real life experience is unimportant Rather, our ability to think (and write
significantly) about what happens to us and to the world in general has been largely
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maimed. A real college education offers only a more systematic way of learning
things to say-and perhaps a way to say them-about our lives. Unfortunately, much
contemporary college education, through the unopposed dominance of the social
and technical sciences, is being absorbed into our non-thinking culture; and composition, as Guth envisions it, often participates in the degradation of university
education rather than encouraging critical thinking and good, interesting writing.
This sad function of composition makes the discussion in my second article-- Benjamin G. Lockerd,Jr.'s "Cultural Literacy and Composition• -so intriguing, yet, with all
due respect, so wrong. Lockerd acknowledges, along with many other mostly conservative cultural commentators and academics, the need for "cultural literacy"
among college students, especially those taking freshman composition. "One of the
biggest frustrations our freshman composition students have," he writes, "is that they
do not have enough to say" (6). Lockerd also criticizes the "process-oriented" composition classes-those courses that begin (and generally stay) with anecdotal writing-as fundamentally flawed. Our students may indeed be more interested in writing as a result of these classes, Lockerd points out, but then they "go in to courses in
which their substantive and procedural knowledge are inadequate to the writing
tasks they are given" (7). 3 (He of course assumes they are given "writing tasks" in
subsequent or even concurrent classes-an assumption of which I'm not entirely
convinced.) Lockerd then proposes to solve the problem by placing "greater emphasis on content in the English Composition course" (8). He offers a composition
curriculum based on ideas and sug~ests a text, Jacobus' A World of Ideas, as his
vehicle for conveying cultural literacy.
His proposal, while not new, would seem to "revitalize" composition-clearly
much more than Guth's "agenda"-but it actually involves a curricular legerdemain:
, magically, composition isn't really composition. Rather, it becomes an Introduction
to Cultural (or Western) Studies or an Introduction to (mostly Western) Literal ure.
Moreover, I've used A World of Ideas and found it and that composition class an
overwhelming flop. I knew most of the works in the book: I read them in college
courses or on my own and thus had a kind of under-graduate, culturally "literate"
sense of them. But becaliSe I didn't have a disciplinary knowledge of Niet7~'>che (or
Aristotle or Plato), I found it difficult, even with the copious notes and instructions
JacobliS supplies, to teach them on the college level. The result was a high school
class-with a better read instructor attempting to teach something without the disciplinary or scholarly background to make the class memorable.
My field is literary studies, and while I am often concerned about the "hyperspecialization" in the humanities and in the university, I could never teach
philosophy as well as a good philosophy instructor. To attempt it r.isks intellectual
fraud. My interest in other fields is mostly intellectual not pedagogical or scholarly.
Admittedly, literature, philosophy, anthropology, and history at times involve similar
uses of narrative, and where the disciplines meet, I can speak with authority. But if
I'm going to teach Aristotle, I've got to know more than jliSt a culturally literate sense
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of Greek philosophy and history, or else education at the University will remain
degraded we'll have mostly intelligent though not expert instructors teaching poorly
prepared students who will presumably re-enact the same farce in the next generation.
lienee, freshman composition classes involving cultural education arc doomed to
fail. 'l11ey may indeed offer students a facile familiarity with some names, dates and
events, but they really serve to replace disciplinary courses-intellectual courses of
study-that ought to be the center of student education. Instead of giving our students an integrated sense of the arts and sciences, they parody real intellectual endeavor. 1hey exchange a mediocre education for a bad one.
Let me now explain what I try to do in my composition classes and what I would
like to see in terms of teaching "cultural literacy" and composition at Grand Valley
(or any other university). In my English 150 composition class, I tell my students l
am going to teach them how to write a paper that will get them a good grade at the
University. (That usually gets their attention-right away.) I first teach them a formula ( Guth's" ready-made~ academic essay with a beginning, a middle and an end),
and suggest that, if they use this structure (amending it of course to the exigencies of
class and instructor), they will probably get good grades. I then hand out opinion
pieces from the local newspaper (or assign ones from our composition "textbook"),
and we discuss their rhetoric and ideas. The students next write papers agreeing or
disagreeing (or somewhere in between) with these writers. I do not teach cull ural
literacy--something supposedly available in regular courses of study. Rather, I offer
a process of thinking, writing, and re-writing, and outline what most of their professors generally expect in a paper (an idea in the first paragraph, paragraphs as basic
parts of an essay, quotation, summary, paraphrase, and commentary as parts of
paragraphs, and so on). In the latter part of the class, I teach research skills-how to
find information in the library, how to take notes, how to quote, how to construct a
research essay word by word, paragraph by paragraph. I don't ask students to narr.ttc unmediated life experiences or learn unsystematically their cultural history.
'l11cy did that in high schooL5
But obviously my composition class and regular courses of study fail to address a
·,·cntral concern in "cultural literacy," namely, an integrated sense of knowledge. My
third article, Blanche D. Blank's" A Question of Degree," is helpful here. In this now
standard composition anthology essay, Blank provocatively argues that job discrimination based ulx;n a college degree should be abolished She contends that requiring a college degree for most lucrative jobs degrades college education, turns
universities into little more than "recruiting, screening, and training agencies" (11) for
big business, and sentences now mostly apathetic and hostile students to be
"prisoners of economic necessity" (12). By removing a college education as a
"precondition~ for a job--but not eradicating testing or evaluation by companics--Blank suggests that universities could return to their real function as sites
"for those persons who want to search for philosophic and scientific 'truths'" (12 ).
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She envisions this revitalized university as "modeled after museums" (12), and suggests that
This proposal should help our universities rid themselves of some strange
and gratuitous practices. For example, the university would no longer have
to organize itself into hierarchical levels: RA, M.A, Ph.D. There would simply
be courses of greater and lesser complexity in each of the disciplines. In this
way graduate education might be more rationally understood and accepted
for what it is-more education. (12-13)
Presumably freshman composition would also be one of those abandoned "strange
... practices." All of this would of course improve education at what Blank terms
"compulsory schools" (12). Students unable to write well simply couldn't take certain
classes at the university/museum. Those students who didn't learn to write well but
wanted to take higher level courses could take "remedial" composition classes.
These classes would have to be tiny and relentless, and the courageous people who
taught these classes would be venerated by society and paid extremely well for
taking on a mostly unwanted job.
In composition, I use this essay to ask my students to explain why they are in college or to defend a college education as something meaningful In our class discussions, many of my students tell me straight out that if they could get a good job
without being in college they would not be there. But their papers frequently suggest a thwarted curiosity about the world and a secret desire for knowledge. 111esc
contradictory responses suggest that Blank's proposal is not completely utopian. Yet
I recall having a collegial discussion in which an older professor complained bitterly
about the increasingly "practical" nature of the curriculum and how we needed to
return to the liberal arts. I thought then that his frustration reflected a heartfelt but
hopeless dream. Given the realities of today's academy, we seem confronted with
two alternatives: superior schools (the university as museum) without students or
poor sd1ools (with a "practical" curriculum) packed with them. So of course Blank's
plan won't completely do.
nut I like Blank's idea of a university as museum: I can't get that notion out of my
mind. I once taught at a school in which every sophomore took a course that was
termed "Cultures and Traditions." The course was essentially team taught: professors
from different disciplines came in and gave lectures about different topics (the
course was divided into six-week modules on the Hebrews, the Greeks, the Enlightenment, World War I, the twentieth century, and usually one other topic dealing
with Africa or contemporary China), and then the students had discussion sections
(each one led by a professor). The course had its problems-in particular, terms like
"culture" and "tradition" remained unexamined givens-but, in general, it was an excellent idea, and it functioned as the intellectual core of the college. Above all, at this
sd1ool, the burden of cultural literacy was not placed mostly on English professors.
A similar course at Grand Valley might provide a means to integrate the variow;
university disciplines, and it might solve our composition "problem." With such a
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class, the entire faculty would assume the arduous task of figuring out just how (or iO
contemporary knowledge is integrated. All sorts of topics- including the history of
nursing and physical therapy, the sociology of engineering, or business and literature-could be incorporated into this class, and it would provide a common intellectual experience for all Grand Valley students.6 It would also give faculty from different disciplines something to talk about besides medical benefits. But the class
could also be a part of a university-wide composition program. To work, this
program would require all faculty, not just English professors, to lead discussion sections and thus teach wriling. Freshman writing classes, to extend Blank's notions,
would then cease to function as ~recruiting, screening, and training agencies" for
other university disciplines, and in all probability composition class size would
decrease and the possibilities of understanding writing as an integral part of
everyone's cultural education dramatically rise.
One thing I like about museums is the way one can move easily, even magically,
from one subject or room to another, yet remain within the universe of the building.
The course I propose, like Blank's model, might make the university, even an expanded one like Grand Valley, more like a museum-not a moribund warehouse of
dust-covered artifacts or an internship workshop, but a lively center of cultures and
knowledges; and composition-as renegotiated-could become an integral part of
that institution. But it won't happen until we begin seeing the university ultimately
as one entity, not just the sum of its many departments, one of which teaches composition.
Notes
1

1 want to note that one maddening characteristic in much writing about composition is its use of ludicrous metaphors: in addition, ironically, some of the worst writing in the academy can be found in composition te:x1.books.
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recall asking her what she planned to write her dissertation on and she
replied, "Revision." I couldn't help but ask if she was planning on revising her dissertation.
31 view university personal anecdote writing cl-lsses-perhaps surprisingly, given my

hostility towards Guth-with ambivalence: on the one hand, I agree with Lockerd
that these classes do little in preparing students for writing college level assignments
(and hence they don't belong in a preparatory college-writing curriculum); on the
other, a place exists at Grand Valley for creative (that is, fiction and non-fiction) writing classes. Students coming to the university with inadequate writing skills need an
intensive non-credit class in English as a First Language: allowing them to take
academic classes before mastering grammar, syntax, and punctuation constitutes intellectual fraud
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At this stage of my students' education, I can only point out, not teach-and composition studies at least substantiate this-basic grammar, punctuation, syntax or
spelling. Only a traumatic writing experience (a boss rejecting an ill-written memo
or a graduate professor noting a writer's weak grasp of standard, academic English)
generally will motivate an adult to master the elements of standard English. Or
nowadays adults often learn the basic rules of English by teaching them: few intellectual experiences are more unnerving or traumatic than standing in front of students
.2nd having to explain something.
6

ling about composine of the worst writ~rtation

"unfortunately, Lockerd's notions ~f cultural literacy are bounded mostly by western
civilization. The great thinkers tend to be white males. This alone makes me suspicious of the Mculturalliterac¥ movement: it really exists not just as a self-described
neutral, intellectually responsible return to the Mbasics•-the great ideas of our culture-but also as a strategy of containment to keep out the seemingly poisonous
ideas of contemporary Moon-western• civilizations. MShow me the Proust of the
Papuans: demands Saul Bellow. Show me the Achebe of the French, I say in return.
I'm not opposed, of course, to learning almost any kind of knowledge, particularly
western knowledge, and while I encourage a critical response towards western culture, I disagree with jettisoning all of western civilization Instead, I want to expand
our sense of what is worth studying. I'm interested in increasing the number of
available texts to include writings by women, people of color, poor people, and so
on-not just the •great• thinkers. I support global literacy, not just ~estern• cultural
literacy.

In the •good old days: admittedly, Grand Valley had a common educational experience-Classical literature-but a class like that, while valuable, excludes most of
the faculty from participating in it We need a class that integrates as many forms of
knowledge as possible, not one that implicitly designates one subject as inherently
more important
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